Dining Services Committee Agenda
Wednesday, November 9, 2016
Events/Promotions
Retail
Lion’s Den
Events: Now Open
i.
Tasting for Pizza Station. Single slice as a great alternative to personal pan
pizza.

TDubs


Monday Night Football
i. Wing platter special $19.69 (24 wings w/ carrots, celery, blue cheese)
ii. Pizza/Wings Combo Special $21.69 ( one topping pizza, 12 wings, 2 liter soda)

Library Café and C-Store


MUGS- Are available for $5.59

Residential Dining
The Atrium at Eickhoff


Mugs Now available! - Free for students with Carte Blanche A, B. & C or A La Carte Meal
Plans!



Jewish holiday menu to be discussed
Events










Chef Spotlight- November 9th 11am -2pm The 1855 Room
Diwali Dinner – November 9th 4pm -9m Eickhoff
Oodles- BYOB (Build your own bowl) November 10th
Meatless Monday November 14th Eickhoff
Veggie Loop November 18th Eickhoff
Indian Cuisine November 22nd Eickhoff

Catering – Running a special for 20% off of all food orders for students & student groups
Dietitian Events


Mindful Mile
o Mindful Mile will continue in the Spring 2017 ( Date and to be announced)

Old Business
Date

Issue
Will it be possible to
get a pesto mayo for
Traditions?

Response
Results
We will work on seeing Looked into seeing if
if we can bring back
brand has pesto mayo
pesto mayo to our
options for OBC Grill or
Traditions menu.
SubConnection and we
did check and there are
no other options.

10/26/16

Can we bring back
Personal Pan Pizza at
Food Court, or have a
grab and go option

10/26/16

Worker at the Lion’s
Den OBC Grill is not
nice and students are
waiting in line for a
long time and the
order is often not right.

Because of how the
ovens work, we cannot
bring back personal
pan pizza. Working on
if there is a solution to
a grab and go option.
We will speak to
workers about their
attitudes. We will be
adding an extra line to
cut down on the wait
time.

10/26/16

Can you bring back the
salad bar to Lion’s Den?
Students like the idea
of choosing what they
want on their salads.
We know that Fresh
Pride has salads but
they are packaged and
don’t give us options.
Can we have Meal
Equivalency for the
salad bar?

10/26/16

10/26/16

10/26/16

Can we bring back
chicken fingers at the
Lion’s Den. Branding is
restrictive.

We will see if this is a
possibility to add to
Lion’s Den Food Court.

First we have to see if
we can add a salad bar.
Then we will work on if
we can give Meal
Equivalency options
This will not be
possible because we
are branded we cannot
sell certain foods

Unable to provide
Personal Pan Pizzas at
this time. We have pizza
slices available instead
and will look into grab
and go options.
Shared concern with
Food Court
management, will
identify
opportunities to
improve customer
service.
At this time, we
cannot provide a
salad bar at the Lion’s
Den. We will look
into grab and go
options.

Unable to provide
chicken fingers at.
Chicken fingers
available at Traditions.

10/26/16

10/26/16

10/26/16

We thought the Food
Court would be more of
a grab and go situation
but instead its more of
a restaurant feel where
we have to wait on our
food.
There aren’t many
places to eat at on the
weekends that are
open before 10am
Can we have grab and
go breakfast options at
Traditions

There are grab and go
options at the Food
Court, we will see
about adding more
options.

There are Simply To Go
options in the grab and go
cases. We have great
options such as
sandwiches, salads, and
wraps.

Traditions is open at
9am.

Shared concern with
dining directors and
upper management.

Lauren Konate will
look into seeing
about adding
options
We will look into this.

Traditions management
is looking into this
option.

10/16/16

Orders not correct
most of the time at
Lion’s Den, recommend
doing an auto ordering
system that way it will
cut down on some of
the mistakes

10/26/16

Wok at Eickhoff
appears to be closed
because no food has
been displayed there.

The Wok has been
open, it could have
been in the process
transporting food back
out.

10/26/16

There are reports
of rice being burnt
at stations.

We had a problem with
the humidity being too
low and temperature
was too high.

We will not be
adding automotive
ordering systems and
we have addressed
the orders with the
staff to make sure
the orders are
correct.
When you see a station
that is supposed to be
open and there is no food
there, please grab the
nearest manager and let
them know.
This issue has been
corrected and
resolved.

*Next DSC Meeting November 30 at 2pm in Social Sciences Building Room 230

